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Weyl–Kondo semimetal behavior in the chiral structure phase of Ce3Rh4Sn13
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The spin dynamics, crystalline-electric-field (CEF) level scheme, specific heat, and x-ray photoemission
spectra (XPS) of Ce3Rh4Sn13 were investigated, which exhibits anomalous semimetal transport in the chiral
crystallographic phase. CEF excitations observed at approximately 7 and 39 meV are consistent with the two
inequivalent Ce-ion cites in the chiral structure. Because of broader CEF excitations and a strong 4 f 1 peak at
the Fermi level in the Ce 4 f on-resonance spectrum, the hybridized Ce 4 f electrons contribute to the semimetal
carriers. In addition, the spin fluctuation associated with the Kramers doublet ground state is characterized by the
peak located at 0.15 meV. The electronic state involving the spin fluctuation causes the T 3 behavior of specific
heat below 0.6 K, which is attributed to linear dispersion relations of electrons of the Weyl–Kondo semimetal in
the chiral-lattice symmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Kondo effect has been a central issue in the study
on electronic quantum many-body effects [1,2]. Recently,
the Kondo semiconductors or semimetals appearing in the
case of half-filling condition for the band structure have
been investigated in the context of topological insulators
[3–5]. In particular, the chiral symmetry and noncentrosym-
metry are considered to provide the Weyl fermion owing to
the anisotropic spin-orbit interaction [6,7]. The Weyl–Kondo
semimetal, in which the Weyl fermion carriers are active
within the Kondo hybridization state [8,9], has been pro-
posed for the noncentrosymmetric Ce3Bi4Pd3 [10,11]. The T 3

behavior in the low-temperature specific heat and the spon-
taneous Hall effect are considered to be evidences for such
a correlated-electron topological state. The effect of Weyl
fermion to the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yoshida (RKKY)
interaction was also discussed [12,13]. It is a broad and cur-
rent interest to investigate Weyl fermion states caused by
combinations of the quantum many-body effects and the char-
acteristic symmetry effects.

The Ce3T4Sn13 (T = Co, Rh, and Ir) compounds have been
hypothesized to be Kondo-effect materials [14–24]. The large
values of specific heat divided by the temperature (Cp/T ) in
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the low-temperature region were considered to be signatures
of heavy fermions (HF). It is remarkable that the electrical
resistivity data of Ce3T4Sn13 (T = Co, Rh, and Ir) show less
temperature dependencies and much higher values compared
to the isomorphic superconductors La3T4Sn13 (T = Co, Rh,
and Ir) [15,20,25–27]. These electronic properties indicate
that the Ce-based compounds are Kondo semimetals. Re-
cently, the inelastic neutron scattering (INS) measurement
for Ce3Co4Sn13 revealed the spin excitation in the energy
range near 0.2 meV [28] without magnetic ordering even
at 0.4 K [29]. Previous studies on Ce3Rh4Sn13 reported the
magnetic ordering below 1.2 K, which was deduced from the
specific-heat peaks [19]. However, a recent neutron diffraction
study did not evidence clear long-range magnetic order even
at 50 mK [30]. Ce3Ir4Sn13 undergoes an antiferromagnetic
(AFM) phase transition at TN = 0.6 K, whereas the magnitude
of the ordered magnetic moment was estimated to be of the
order of 0.1 μB/Ce [31]. The Ir-based material also exhibits
the spin excitation near 0.2 meV [32]. Such a low energy scale
for magnetic fluctuation is consistent with the the magnetic
entropy value of 1 J/(K mol Ce) (0.17R ln 2) at TN, where
R denotes the gas constant [23]. These results indicate the
weak ordered state of Ce3T4Sn13 (T = Co, Rh, and Ir), which
are characterized by strong spin fluctuation at approximately
0.2 meV as evidenced by previous INS measurements.

The crystal structures of Ln3T4Sn13 (Ln = La and Ce, T =
Co, Rh, and Ir) have been controversial as summarized in the
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FIG. 1. Schematic of crystal structure of an enantiomer of
Ce3Rh4Sn13 in the chiral I′ phase [30]. The Sn atoms form the
cagelike unit shown by the shaded polyhedra, and the Rh atoms are
located between them (red prisms). The two inequivalent Ce ions,
Ce1 and Ce2, as shown by the orange and blue circles, respectively.
The view was drawn using VESTA [47].

Supplemental Material [33] (see also Refs. [34–43] therein).
At the early stage of the study of this compound series,
La3Rh4Sn13 and Ce3Rh4Sn13 were suggested to crystallize
in the I4132 space group (No. 214) [44,45]. Recently, based on
the precise analysis of synchrotron x-ray diffraction data for
the single-crystalline samples synthesized using the molten-
Sn flux method, Ln3T4Sn13 (Ln = La and Ce, T = Co, Rh, and
Ir) are concluded to show a transformation from the crystal
structure with the space group Pm3̄n (I phase, lattice constant
a = 9.6–9.7 Å) to the chiral noncentrosymmetric structure
with I213 (I′ phase, lattice constant a′ = 19.2–19.4 Å) at
TD � 160, 350, and 600 K, respectively [30–32,46]. One of
the enantiomers of the I′-phase chiral structure of Ce3Rh4Sn13

is shown in Fig. 1, which was drawn using VESTA [47]. The
Ce-ion sites split into two inequivalent Wyckoff sites depicted
by Ce1 and Ce2, which form linear arrays along the cubic
principal axes as indicated by the orange and blue circles. The
INS studies on Ce3Co4Sn13 and Ce3Ir4Sn13 evidenced that
the Ce1 and Ce2 ions carry different crystalline-electric-field
(CEF) split levels [28,32]. These two-level schemes show
different spectral widths; thus, the Kondo hybridization with
conduction electrons is not uniform. Because the bulk chiral
fermion and the Weyl semimetallic state are suggested to be
protected by the I213 space group [6], we hypothesize that the
hybridization between the Ce 4 f electrons and the conduc-
tion electrons (c- f hybridization) tune the Fermi level at the
band crossing points, resulting in the low-carrier semimetal
state. Thus, the Weyl–Kondo strongly correlated electrons in
the chiral symmetry lattice can be examined in Ce3T4Sn13

(T = Co, Rh, and Ir).
The present study aims at revealing the Ce 4 f electron

state relevant to the anomalous semimetal behavior in the
chiral structure phase of Ce3Rh4Sn13. As a result, the INS
excitations located at approximately 7 and 39 meV are both
the combination of sharp and broad peaks that are explained
by two inequivalent CEF level schemes corresponding to
the Ce1 and Ce2 sites. The spin fluctuation associated with
the Kramers doublet ground states appears at approximately
0.15 meV, which contributes to the T 3 behavior of the specific

heat in the lower-temperature region below approximately
1 K. The XPS result supports the contribution of the Ce
4 f state to the Fermi level as a consequence of electronic
hybridization. We discuss the possible Weyl–Kondo fermions
in Ce3Rh4Sn13.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Samples of Ln3Rh4Sn13 (Ln = La and Ce) were syn-
thesized via the molten Sn-flux method from R (3N), Rh
(4N), and Sn (5N) starting materials [15,34,48,49]. We suc-
ceeded in obtaining single crystals with maximum dimensions
of 5 mm.

INS experiments for samples powdered from the fine
single crystals were performed by using the pulsed-cold-
neutron disk chopper spectrometer AMATERAS installed at
the beamline BL14 of the Materials and Life Science Ex-
perimental Facility (MLF), J-PARC [50]. We measured the
spectra of Ln3Rh4Sn13 (Ln = La and Ce) specimens with the
same mass, and extracted the 4 f -electron contribution from
the difference between the data of these two compounds. The
incident neutron energies of Ei = 3.44, 8.97, and 60.4 meV
were selected via the chopper combination with the energy
resolutions of 0.057, 0.26, and 3.77 meV, respectively, cor-
responding to the full width at half-maximum at the elastic
scattering positions. The Utsusemi software suite was used to
analyze the time-of-flight (ToF) neutron spectral data [51].

INS experiments were also performed for nine coaligned
single-crystalline samples of Ce3Rh4Sn13 on the ThALES
cold-neutron triple-axis spectrometer at the reactor of Insti-
tut Laue-Langevin. The crystalline axes [1 0 0] and [0 1 1]
were on the horizontal scattering plane, and the coaligned
sample mosaic is approximately 4 deg. A pyrolytic graphite
monochromator and analyzer were used, and the energy res-
olution at the elastic scattering condition was 0.10 meV with
the detected final neutron energy fixed at Ef = 3.5 meV. Mea-
surements were conducted using incident-neutron constant
monitor counts.

The sample temperatures were controlled using a
3He closed-cycle refrigerator and a liquid-helium cryostat
for AMATERAS and ThALES, respectively.

Specific heat of Ce3Rh4Sn13 was measured by using a re-
laxation method with Quantum Design PPMS down to 0.41 K
installed at Department of Physics, Tokyo Metropolitan Uni-
versity. The single-crystal samples with the masses of 0.167
and 5.253 mg were used for the measurements in different
temperature ranges. Magnetic fields were applied up to 9 T
along the [1 0 0] axis of the single-crystal samples.

Measurements of x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)
and x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) were conducted
at the soft x-ray undulator beamline BL23SU of SPring-8. The
x-ray energy range between 855 and 911 eV, which includes
the Ce 3d absorption edges (860 and 881 eV), was used to
investigate the Ce 4 f -electron state. The binding energy of
photoelectron was evaluated with respect to the Fermi edge of
a gold film. The single crystal sample was cleaved in a vacuum
chamber, and was transported to the beamline at which sample
temperature was cooled to 20 K using a liquid-helium-flow
cryostat.
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FIG. 2. (a) Magnetic S(Q, E ) contour map for Ce3Rh4Sn13 at 1.3 K. The incident neutron energy is Ei = 60.4 meV. The result was
obtained by subtracting the data of the reference material, La3Rh4Sn13 [33]. (b) Scattering function data of Ce3Rh4Sn13 (SCe with red squares)
and La3Rh4Sn13 (SLa with green triangles) at 1.3 K, which correspond to integration of intensity in the range of Q = 3.0−5.0 Å−1. (c) Magnetic
S(E ) at 1.3 K (open symbols) after subtracting the corrected La data from the Ce data. The red solid line is a fitted result of the CEF-excitation
calculation with the two inequivalent schemes (a green dotted line for A and a brown broken line for B).

III. RESULTS

A. ToF INS results

In this section we will show the ToF INS results for the
Ce3Rh4Sn13 powdered sample, which was subsequently used
for an analysis of the Ce 4 f -electron CEF schemes and of the
spin fluctuations in the low-energy range.

Figure 2(a) shows a contour map of the magnetic scattering
function S(Q, E ) at 1.3 K obtained from the INS intensity
measured with Ei = 60.4 meV. The result was obtained by
subtracting the data of the reference material La3Rh4Sn13, the
crystal structure of which was confirmed to be the same as
the I213 structure of Ce3Rh4Sn13 based on the recent precise
analysis of synchrotron x-ray diffraction data [30]. To deduce
magnetic scattering intensity owing to the Ce 4 f 1 state, the
intensity corrections for the La-sample data was performed to
evaluate a nuclear scattering (phonon) component, the details
of which are described in the Supplemental Material [33] (see
also Refs. [52–54] therein). The extracted magnetic scattering
cross section of the Ce 4 f electrons is composed of the strong
intensities appearing clearly at 6.9 and 38.6 meV, which are
consistent with the previously reported INS energy spectrum
[55]. The peak energies are independent of the magnitude of
the scattering wave vector Q, while the intensity decreases
monotonically with increased Q. The intensity dependence on
Q follows the squared magnitude of the magnetic form factor
of the Ce3+ 4 f 1 electronic state. This result indicates that
the observed INS peaks correspond to the magnetic scattering
owing to the transitions between the CEF levels of the Ce 4 f
electrons.

Figure 2(b) shows the raw data SCe of Ce3Rh4Sn13 (red
squares) and SLa of La3Rh4Sn13 (green triangles) at 1.5 K,
which were evaluated via intensity integration over the results
obtained for the range of Q = 3.0−5.0 Å−1 in the intensity
contours. As described above, the inelastic peaks are seen at
6.9 and 38.6 meV. As described in the Supplemental Material,
the SLa was corrected to estimate phonon background, and
the result is subtracted from SCe [33]. The resultant magnetic
S(E ) component owing to the Ce 4 f 1 state was extracted
as shown by blue circles in Fig. 2(c). The sharp peak at
6.9 meV is followed by a tail extending to 10 meV, and broad

intensities extend over the energy range above 25 meV beyond
the sharp peak at 38.6 meV. Because of the sharp and broad
spectra, the 4 f electrons behave as either well localized to
the Ce ion or hybridized with conduction electrons. Similar
INS peaks composed of the sharp and broad spectra were
also detected in I′ phase of Ce3Co4Sn13 [28] and Ce3Ir4Sn13

[32]. The result was explained by the two inequivalent CEF
schemes for the independent Ce-ion sites in the chiral lattice.
Since Ce3Rh4Sn13 also takes the same chiral lattice, the S(E )
spectrum should be composed of the two 4 f electron states,
which will be discussed later in detail.

Figure 3 shows the S(E ) result for the Ei = 8.97 meV
setup, which was obtained using the analysis with subtraction
of SLa(E ) from SCe(E ) evaluated by intensity integration in
the range of Q = 1.5−2.5 Å−1 [33]. This high-resolution
measurement reveals the sharp component at 6 meV and the
intensity extending to the higher energy. Such asymmetric
spectrum supports the two scattering intensity components as
proposed above. Moreover, we detected low-energy scatter-
ing intensity apparent below 2 meV, which is enhanced with

FIG. 3. Magnetic S(E ) spectra for Ce3Rh4Sn13 at 1.3 and 30 K
measured using Ei = 8.97 meV, which were evaluated by intensity
integration in the range of Q = 1.5−2.5 Å−1. The data correspond
to the spectral difference between the Ce- and La-based compounds
[33]. The red solid line is a fitted result of the CEF-excitation analysis
with the two inequivalent schemes (green dotted line for A and brown
broken line for B) for the Ei = 60.4 meV data.
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FIG. 4. (a) Magnetic S(Q, E ) contour map for Ce3Rh4Sn13 powdered sample at 1.3 K using Ei = 3.44 meV. The data set corresponds to
the spectral difference between the Ce- and La-based compounds [33]. (b) S(E ) data of Ce3Rh4Sn13 (SCe with red circles) and La3Rh4Sn13 (SLa

with green triangles) at 1.3 K obtained by intensity integration in the range of Q = 0.5−1.5 Å−1. (c) S(E ) data at 1.3, 10, and 30 K obtained
by intensity integration in the range of Q = 0.5−1.5 Å−1 shown in (a). Each temperature data set is shifted by 0.05 along the ordinate. Solid
lines are fitted results based on the dynamical susceptibility χ ′′

S (Qavr, E ).

decreasing temperature from 30 to 1.3 K. The temperature
dependence can be attributed to magnetic excitation in the
material.

Figure 4(a) shows the low-energy S(Q, E ) map obtained
at 1.3 K using Ei = 3.44 meV, which was obtained from
the intensity difference between the Ce- and La-sample data
[33]. In addition to strong incoherent scattering at E = 0,
we detected intensity in the positive E region without any
clear Q dependence. Symbols of Fig. 4(b) shows S(E ) at
1.3 K of Ce3Rh4Sn13 (red circles) and La3Rh4Sn13 (green
triangles) obtained by integration of intensity in the range
of Q = 0.5−1.5 Å−1. Clear intensity difference appears be-
tween them, which corresponds to the magnetic S(E ) shown
in Fig. 4(a). Symbols of Fig. 4(c) show the magnetic S(E )
with intensity integration in the range of Q = 0.5−1.5 Å−1 at
the selected temperatures, which were derived from Fig. 4(a).
Clear inelastic spectra were observed below ∼1 meV, which
are consistent with the magnetic scattering as discussed above
for the Ei = 8.97 meV data. The previous INS studies on
Ce3T4Sn13 (T = Co, Rh, and Ir) also revealed such a low-
energy response [28,29,32,55]. Therefore, the CEF ground
state of the Ce3T4Sn13 compounds provides the spin fluctu-
ation whose characteristic energy is 0.1–0.2 meV. The CEF
level sequence is determined by charge potential from ligand
ions and electronic hybridization potential, which was studied
for the metal-nonmetal transition associated with the totally
symmetric multipolar ordering in PrRu4P12 [56–58].

B. Triple-axis-spectrometer INS results

A detailed INS investigation for the single-crystalline sam-
ple was also conducted using the triple-axis spectrometer
ThALES at ILL [59]. The measured spectra at Q = (3, 0,
0) is shown in Fig. 5(a). Here the reciprocal lattice unit is
defined as 2π/a′ with a′ = 19.4 Å for I′ phase. Small sym-
bols near E = 0 with the right ordinate are elastic scattering,
which show the energy resolution of 0.1 meV. The intensities
measured at 1.6 K, shown by blue open circles with the left
ordinate, are enhanced above the energy of elastic scattering
tail to 0.4 meV compared to the 20-K data shown by red solid
squares. This behavior is consistent with the ToF powdered

sample result. Figure 5(b) shows scan profiles along the sym-
metrical reciprocal-lattice lines [1, 0, 0], [1, 1, 1], and [0, 1, 1]
with the fixed energy transfer of 0.25 meV. Blue and red open
symbols are raw data measured at 1.6 and 20 K, respectively,
and the data at 40 K are shown by black diamonds. The
intensity at 1.6 K is stronger than in the other temperature
data. Solid symbols are intensity difference with respect to
the 40-K data. The red solid squares measured at 20 K are
located near null intensity, whereas the blue solid circles for
1.6 K are at nonzero positive magnitude. The intensity at 1.6 K
does not exhibit any particular Q dependence. This feature is
also consistent with the powdered-sample ToF data shown in
Fig. 4(a); the scattering intensity in the E > 0 region seems
to be uniform along the Q direction. The observed result is a
signature that the spin fluctuation is a local excitation, not a
collective mode, at 1.4 K. It is in contrast to the dispersion
relation of the 0.2-meV magnetic excitation in Ce3Co4Sn13 at
1.5 K [28], whereas the magnetic fluctuation of Ce3Ir4Sn13 is
rather similar to the Ce3Rh4Sn13 case [32].

C. Specific heat

Figure 6 shows specific heat divided by temperature
(Cp/T ) as a function of squared temperature under the mag-
netic fields of μ0H = 0, 3, 6, and 9 T applied along the
[1 0 0] axis of the single-crystal samples. A broad maximum
peak appears at T 2 � 0.8 K2 under zero magnetic field, and
moves to a higher-temperature side with increasing magnetic
fields. The temperature dependence and the magnetic-field
dependence are consistent with the previous investigations
[20,21].

According to the specific-heat investigation by Köhler et al.
[20], the low-temperature Cp value of Ce3Rh4Sn13 at 2 K
under the zero magnetic field is dominated by the magnetic
component because the Cp of La3Rh4Sn13 is much less than
that of Ce3Rh4Sn13. This study also investigated the rattling-
like atomic vibration characterized by the energy of 4.48 meV
of Sn atoms located inside the cage structure. However, no
significant contribution of such an atomic motion is seen
below 2 K not only in the Cp data of Ce3Rh4Sn13 but also
in La3Rh4Sn13. Thus, it is conclusive that the specific heat
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FIG. 5. (a) Triple-axis INS spectra at Q = (3, 0, 0) of the single
crystal sample of Ce3Rh4Sn13 measured at 1.6 (blue symbols) and
20 K (red symbols). Small symbols near E = 0 with the right ordi-
nate are elastic scattering to show the energy resolution, and larger
symbols are the inelastic part with the left ordinate. (b) Several scans
with the fixed energy transfer of 0.25 meV along the symmetrical
reciprocal-lattice lines at 1.6, 20, and 40 K. Blue and red open
symbols are raw data at 1.6 and 20 K, respectively, and solid symbols
shown by black diamonds are intensity difference with respect to
the 40-K data. The reciprocal lattice unit is defined as 2π/a′ with
a′ = 19.4 Å for I′ phase.

of Ce3Rh4Sn13 shown in Fig. 6 is attributed to the electronic
(magnetic) contribution. The previous study explained that
the large Cp/T value below 2 K is caused by the Kondo
interactions. In addition, the broad peak at 1 K was proposed
to be a signature of short-range magnetic order. However, as
described above for the INS intensity independent of Q, no
clear spatial magnetic correlation emerges, although the mea-
suring temperature of 1.3 K is above the Cp/T peak. We will
discuss these specific-heat data in terms of the Weyl–Kondo
semimetal electron that is expected to be relevant to the spin
fluctuation.

FIG. 6. Symbols are specific heat divided by temperature (Cp/T )
under the several magnetic fields. Lines are fitted linear functions
(Cp/T = γ + β ′T 2) to the low-temperature regions.

D. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy

Figure 7 shows XAS and XPS spectra of Ce3Rh4Sn13 at
20 K. The XAS spectrum shown in Fig. 7(a) consists of
the Ce 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 components, and each of them is
assigned as the 4 f 2 final state peak. The 4 f 1 final state peaks,
which should be located at around 887 eV (3d5/2) and 905 eV
(3d3/2), are not observed in the XAS spectrum [60]. The 4 f 1

final state peak originates from the transition from the 4 f 0

ground state, and its absence in the XAS spectrum claims
that the number of 4 f state n4 f is very close to unity. This
is consistent with the result of the previous core-level XPS
spectroscopy study of this compound [17]. Black and red
arrows indicate energies selected for the XPS measurements
shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c). Black squares in Figs. 7(b)
and 7(c) are the XPS data obtained using the x-ray energy at
860 eV corresponding to the off-resonance energy. The spec-
trum centered at the binding energies of 3 eV is considered to
be dominated by the Rh and Sn electronic state, as observed
in a previous study [17]. Red circles are data obtained using
the x-ray energy at 881 eV of the Ce 3d j = 5/2 absorption-
edge energy for the 3d-4 f on-resonance condition, and the
valence band spectrum is dominated by the contribution from
the Ce 4 f states. There are two peaks located at 2.5 and
0.22 eV, which are attributed to the 4 f 0 and 4 f 1 states, re-
spectively. As seen in Fig. 7(c) showing the spectra close to
the zero binding energy, the tail of 4 f 1-state peak crosses
the Fermi energy (zero binding energy), which indicates that
the 4 f electrons hybridize with conduction electrons, and
contribute to the Fermi surface.

IV. ANALYSIS

A. CEF analysis of the ToF data

The INS spectrum at 1.3 K measured using the Ei =
60.4 meV setup was analyzed on the basis of the CEF-
split schemes for Ce 4 f electrons. The previous study on
Ce3Rh4Sn13 adopted the single CEF scheme [55], but it
should be reexamined using the two CEF schemes because
the I′-phase structure (the I213 space group) contains the two
inequivalent Wyckoff Ce-ion sites [30]. The local symmetry
at the Ce-ion site in the I′-phase structure becomes lower
than the D2d point group for the I phase (Pm3̄n) above TD.
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FIG. 7. (a) XAS spectrum near the Ce 3d j = 5/2 and 3/2
absorption edges of Ce3Rh4Sn13 at 20 K. (b) XPS spectra of
Ce3Rh4Sn13 at 20 K. Red circles and black squares are data ob-
tained at the 3d-4 f resonance position [red arrow in (a)] and the
off-resonance position [black arrow in (a)], respectively. (c) The XPS
data near the Fermi energy.

However, the additional CEF Hamiltonian terms are expected
to be less effective compared to those of D2d because of the
small atomic displacements across TD; thus, the CEF Hamil-
tonian is assumed to be expressed by the D2d form as

HCEF = W

[
x1

2
O0

2 + x2

60
O0

4 + 1 − |x1| − |x2|
12

O4
4

]
, (1)

where the On
m are Stevens operators [61]. Using a set of basis

wave functions for the total angular momentum J = 5/2 for
the Ce3+ 4 f 1 configuration, we have diagonalized this Hamil-
tonian to obtain eigenfunctions of the three Kramers doublets,
�

(1)
6 , �

(2)
6 , and �7. The scattering function is expressed as

S(Q, E ) = [n(E ) + 1]χ ′′
CEF(Q, E ), where χ ′′

CEF(Q, E ) is the
imaginary part of the generalized magnetic susceptibility and
n(E ) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function. According to
Marshall and Lowde [62], χ ′′

CEF(Q, E ) for the CEF splitting

state is represented by

χ ′′
CEF(Q, E )

∝ f 2(Q)E
1

Z

⎡
⎣(Em=En )∑

m,n

|〈n|J⊥|m〉|2 e− Em
kBT

kBT
Fmn(E )

+
(Em 	=En )∑

m,n

|〈n|J⊥|m〉|2 e− Em
kBT − e− En

kBT

En − Em
Fmn(E )

⎤
⎦, (2)

where f (Q) is the magnetic form factor. Em and En are the
respective energy eigenvalues of the initial and final states,
|m〉 and |n〉, which are relevant to the scattering process due
to the dipole operator J⊥. Z is the partition function. We as-
sumed the Lorentzian spectral function Fmn(E ) = γ mn/[(E −
�mn)2 + γ 2

mn], with �mn = En − Em. A least-squares fitting
based on the two schemes A and B both represented by
Eq. (2) and the Lorentzian Fmn(E ) to the obtained data was
performed. In order to evaluate the excitation-peak width,
we incorporated a procedure for convolution of the spec-
trometer resolution, which was estimated by fitting the E =
0 incoherent-scattering part before performing the INS part
analysis. The resolution at E > 0 was simply assumed to be
proportional to (1 − E/Ei )3/2 [63,64].

In previous studies on the CEF levels located near 7 and
40 meV in Ce3Co4Sn13 [28] and Ce3Ir4Sn13 [32], we per-
formed a systematic search for the CEF-level schemes within
the space of the two sets of CEF parameters, W , x1, and x2, to
reproduce the two major excitation peaks. We hypothesized
a constraint of the same site multiplicity for Ce1 and Ce2
in the I′ phase. In addition, the sharp CEF excitation peaks
should be produced by the one Ce-ion site, and the broad
response by the another Ce-ion site. Based on the CEF spectral
analysis, we discussed the different hybridization effects at
Ce1 and Ce2 in the I′ phase of Ce3Co4Sn13 and Ce3Ir4Sn13.
Therefore, in the present study, we applied the same analysis
procedure to the data of Ce3Rh4Sn13. The CEF parameters
were found to favor the �

(2)
6 ground state. Although the INS

peaks at 7 and 39 meV of Ce3Rh4Sn13 do not show clear
splitting expected for the two Wyckoff sites of the Ce ions,
the determined CEF-excitation spectrum of Ce3Rh4Sn13 at
1.3 K is well reproduced by the fitted results shown by the
lines in Fig. 2(c). The resultant HCEF parameters, the eigen-
states, the energy eigenvalues, and the spectral widths are
listed in Table I. The CEF parameter set, scheme A, gives
the result indicated by the green dotted line in Fig. 2(b). The
parameter set, scheme B, corresponds to the brown broken
line. Both schemes A and B are comprised of the sequence
�

(2)
6 (ground state)–�7−�

(1)
6 . The spectral widths γ for the

first excited states are 0.1 and 0.8 meV for the CEF param-
eter sets of schemes A and B, respectively, and those for
the second excited states are 0.9 and 7 meV, respectively.
The calculated relative inaccuracy of the width parameters in
the fitting analysis are large because of the spectral overlap-
ping between schemes A and B. However, the peak positions
in A and B schemes are resolved, and the spectrum in scheme
A is sharper and that in scheme B is broader. To confirm
validity of the CEF scheme analysis for the Ei = 60.4 meV
setup data, we calculated a S(E ) spectrum for Ei = 8.97 meV
setup using the same CEF parameter set (Table I). The width
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TABLE I. The CEF parameters (W, x1, x2), the eigenstates to-
gether with the energy eigenvalues (ECEF), and the spectral widths
(γ ) determined by the least-squares fitting analysis for the data sets
at 1.3 K obtained by the Ei = 60.4 meV data set.

CEF scheme A B

W (meV) 11.82(1) 10.9(2)
x1 0.100(2) 0.08(1)
x2 −0.171(1) −0.17(1)

Ground state (g.s.) �
(2)
6 �

(2)
6

First ex. state and ECEF (meV) �7 6.14 �7 7.31
Second ex. state and ECEF (meV) �

(1)
6 38.5 �

(1)
6 36.4

γ01 (meV) [g.s. → first] 0.1(3) 0.9(9)
γ02 (meV) [g.s. → second] 0.8(2) 7(1)

parameters γ01 = 0.375 and 0.9 meV were fixed for A and B
schemes, respectively, to compare with the experimental data.
The calculated result is shown by lines in Fig. 3. The red solid
line is the total scattering function, which is consistent with
the experimental data showing a sharp peak at 6 meV followed
by a shoulderlike intensity near 7 meV. The green dotted
and brown broken lines are components of scheme A and B,
respectively. Because of the inaccuracy of fitting parameters to
the Ei = 60.4 meV data, we see a slight discrepancy between
the measured data and the calculation, but the two-scheme
model with the sharp A and broad B is concluded to be valid
for the 4 f -electron state in Ce3Rh4Sn13.

We compare hereafter the fitted result for CEF schemes of
Ce3Rh4Sn13 with those of Ce3Co4Sn13 [28] and Ce3Ir4Sn13

[32]. The first and second excited levels of the three com-
pounds are located in the same energy ranges. However, only
Ce3Co4Sn13 shows the switch of the ground state from �

(2)
6

to �7 across the chiral structure transformation, which can
be attributed to stronger CEF potential owing to the shorter
interatomic distances. The spectral width for the �

(2)
6 -�(1)

6 ex-
citation of the B scheme in Ce3Rh4Sn13 is broader than that of
Ce3Co4Sn13 (γ = 3.83 meV) and Ce3Ir4Sn13 (γ = 4 meV).
Such marked broadening in the B scheme of Ce3Rh4Sn13

is a signature of a strong effect of c- f hybridization, while
the relatively well-localized Ce-ion sites give the sharp A
scheme. According to the solved crystal structure in the I′
phase shown in Fig. 1, the averaged nearest-neighbor dis-
tances between Ce1 and Sn is 3.390 Å, while that between
Ce2 is 3.441 Å. The broader spectral widths of scheme B
can be attributed to the Ce1 site having shorter interatomic
distances to the surrounding Sn because c- f hybridization is
expected to be stronger for the shorter atomic distance. The
CEF level sequence is determined by charge potential from
ligand ions and electronic hybridization potential, which was
studied for the metal-nonmetal transition associated with the
totally symmetric multipolar ordering in PrRu4P12 [56–58].
It is a further issue to discuss the hybridization effect on the
revealed CEF sequences of Ce3T4Sn13 (T = Co, Rh, and Ir)
by considering the detailed crystal structures.

B. Low-energy INS spectral analysis

We also analyze the low-energy INS data of the powdered
sample measured at the ToF spectrometer AMATERAS. As

FIG. 8. Temperature dependencies of the fitting parameters for
the Ei = 3.44 meV data. Spectral magnitude A, excitation peak posi-
tion E0, and spectral width �.

described above, the clear excitation signal below approxi-
mately 0.5 meV was enhanced below 15 K, which can be
ascribed to the spin dynamics relevant to the Kramers dou-
blet CEF ground state. To extract the characteristic physical
quantities, we performed a least-squares fitting analysis to the
data shown in Fig. 4(c). The spectral-function form was based
on the dynamical susceptibility with the single-pole approxi-
mation and the finite excitation energy [65] represented as

S(E ) = [n(E ) + 1]χ ′′
S (Qavr, E )

= 1

1 − e−E/kBT

E

2π

× A

[
�

(E − E0)2 + �2
+ �

(E + E0)2 + �2

]
, (3)

together with a Gaussian form for the elastic peak. The fit-
ted results are represented by solid lines in Fig. 4(c). The
determined parameters A, E0, and � are plotted in Fig. 8
as functions of temperature. The A parameter is enhanced
with decreasing temperature, which is consistent with the
static magnetic susceptibility reported in the previous studies
[30]. The E0 value is located at approximately 0.12 meV, and
increases slightly to 0.15 meV with decreasing temperature
below 5 K within the measurement accuracy. This characteris-
tic energy of Ce3Rh4Sn13 is close to 0.2 meV for Ce3Co4Sn13

[28] and 0.1 meV for Ce3Ir4Sn13 [32]. The spectral width
value � of Ce3Rh4Sn13 is approximately 0.1 meV, which is
also in the same order of those of Ce3Co4Sn13 and Ce3Ir4Sn13.

C. Specific heat

The Cp/T data of Ce3Rh4Sn13 shown in Fig. 6 exhibits a
characteristic temperature dependence with the broad maxi-
mum at T = √

0.8 = 0.89 K. The peak temperature can be
attributed to the spin dynamics energy of 0.1 meV deduced
from the low-energy INS results as described above. It is
attractive that the Cp ∝ T 3 behavior appears below the peak
temperature, which is not owing to the phonon excitation but
the electronic origin because as discussed quantitatively later
the phonon specific-heat contribution is only in the order of
10−3 of that shown in Fig. 6. We performed a least-squares
fitting analysis based on Cp = γ T + β ′T 3 to the data below
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FIG. 9. Fitted parameters γ and β ′ for the electronic Cp/T shown
in Fig. 6 as functions of the applied magnetic fields.

the maximum, the results of which are shown by solid lines
in Fig. 6. The data below T = √

0.5 = 0.7 K are reproduced
well by this formula, and the determined γ and β ′ against the
applied magnetic fields are plotted in Fig. 9.

V. DISCUSSION

A. CEF schemes

The present INS data of Ce3Rh4Sn13 show the
multicomponent spectral shape, which is seen as asymmetric
peak shape observed in the previous study [55], Ce3Co4Sn13

[28], and Ce3Ir4Sn13 [32]. The data accumulation with the
three compounds verifies the two inequivalent level schemes
in the chiral phase of Ce3T4Sn13 (T = Co, Rh, and Ir).
According to the present analysis of the CEF level schemes in
Ce3Rh4Sn13, the ground states are assigned to
�

(2)
6 (∓0.7165| ± 5/2〉 ± 0.6976| ∓ 3/2〉) for scheme A

and �
(2)
6 (∓0.7218| ± 5/2〉 ± 0.6854| ∓ 3/2〉) for scheme

B. These two sites carry magnetic-moment eigenvalues
(quantization axis component) of 0.474 and 0.532 μB/Ce,
respectively. Previously published data of the field-dependent
magnetization, M(H ), at 2 K shows a saturation behavior with
applied magnetic fields, and reaches 0.73 μB/Ce at 5 T [66].
Based on the present CEF schemes A and B for Ce3Rh4Sn13,
the magnetization along the x and y axes are higher than that
along the z axis. The three Ce1 and Ce2 linear rows are along
the cubic principal fourfold rotation axes, and orthogonal in
the crystal structure shown in Fig. 1. The quantization z axis
corresponds to the row direction. Therefore, the measured
magnetization is assumed to be the averaged magnitude under
magnetic fields along these principal axes ([1 0 0], [0 1 0],
or [0 0 1]), which becomes 0.755 μB/Ce. Because the value
is close to the literature data, validity of the present CEF
schemes is confirmed.

B. Low-energy spin excitation

As deduced in the previous sections, the magnetic excita-
tion was observed in the low-energy region of Ce3Rh4Sn13,
which is associated with the Kramers doublet CEF ground
state. This excitation is characterized by the inelastic peak
at 0.1 meV and an extended spectrum up to 0.5 meV, which
is not fully described by quasielastic scattering responses
often observed for the conventional HF state. It is a key

phenomenon that this excitation produces the broad peak of
magnetic specific heat located at 0.8 K. Hence, the Ce-ion
4 f -electron state clearly contributes to the electronic specific
heat that will be discussed later in terms of the Weyl fermions.

Adroja et al. also reported the low-energy spin dynamics
for Ce3Rh4Sn13 [55]. Their analysis reproduced the spectrum
by a combination between the quasielastic peak with the
0.05 meV width and the inelastic peak at 0.18 meV with
0.11 meV width. Our analysis does not require the quasielas-
tic component, but the inelastic part is consistent between
the two studies. Adroja et al. mentioned that the short-range
magnetic correlation lifts degeneracy of the CEF Kramers
doublet ground state. However, no clear momentum depen-
dence was observed in the present experiment at 1.3 K; thus,
the intersite interaction cannot be deduced for Ce3Rh4Sn13.
Since the lowest measuring temperature corresponds to the
characteristic excitation energy, a thermal fluctuation might
give rise to a local dynamics. Another reason for the less
Q-dependent spectrum is a very gradual dispersion relation
that cannot be resolved by the present INS spectroscopy. In
contrast, the dispersion relation of AFM spin dynamics in
Ce3Co4Sn13 extends to the excitation energy of 0.5 meV or
larger at the Brillouin zone boundary with respect to the
I213 structure in I′ phase. Furthermore, the AFM ordering of
tiny magnetic-moment amplitude was found in Ce3Ir4Sn13.
The various spatial magnetic correlations may indicate that
the Ce3T4Sn13 compounds are in the vicinity of magnetic
quantum criticality.

C. Weyl–Kondo semimetal in chiral phase

As written in the results part, we have claimed that Cp

of Ce3Rh4Sn13 is much larger than that of La3Rh4Sn13, and
the electronic specific heat dominates below 0.63 K. Here-
after we will discuss this point in detail. Specific-heat data
of La3Rh4Sn13 reported in the literature obeys Cp/T = γ +
βT 2 with γ = 13.5 mJ mol−1 K−2 and β = 7.5 mJ mol−1 K−4

[20,21]. As described in the references, if we hypothesize
β = (12/5)Rnπ4θ−3

D for phonon contribution based on the
Debye model, where n is the number of atoms in a formula
unit and R is the gas constant, the Debye temperature θD was
estimated to be 173 K.

To deduce the phonon energy of Ce3Rh4Sn13, we measured
a phonon spectrum of a polycrystalline sample of the same
series compound Ce3Ru4Sn13, as shown in the Supplemental
Material [33,53]. The Ru-based compound does not show the
structural phase transition, and no phonon anomaly appears
in contrast to Ce3Rh4Sn13. However, the phonon data of the
Ru-based compound can be used to estimate the order of
magnitude of θD that is expected to be determined by the low-
energy boundary of optical modes. The local maximum of
spectral weight seen at 5.4 meV is caused by phonon mode be-
cause the intensity becomes stronger at higher temperatures.
This excitation corresponds to θD = 63 K of phonon density-
of-state (van Hove singularity) owing to the lowest-energy
boundary of optical modes of Ce3Ru4Sn13. Since the crystal
structure of the 3–4–13 compounds is complicated, several
van Hove singularities should appear above 5.4 meV. The
whole contributions of phonon modes give an averaged value
θD = 173 K evaluated from the specific-heat data. The esti-
mated θD values are much larger than that of the temperature
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range of the T 3 behavior. Furthermore, if we suppose θD =
63 K corresponding to the observed lowest van Hove singu-
larity energy of Ce3Ru4Sn13 instead of θD = 173 K giving
β = 7.5 mJ mol−1 K−4 for La3Ru4Sn13, β is estimated to be
0.155 J mol−1 K−4. Because this value is considerably smaller
than β ′ = 3.68 J mol−1 K−4 of Ce3Rh4Sn13, contribution of
the phonon excitation is ignorable in the low-temperature
specific heat of Ce3Rh4Sn13, and the T 3 behavior is attributed
to the Weyl fermion state.

In the present INS measurements for Ce3Rh4Sn13, we
evidenced the emergence of the spin fluctuation with the
characteristic energy of 0.1 meV which can be attributed to
the 4 f electron state. In particular, the electronic bands com-
prised of hybridization between 4 f and conduction electrons
(c- f hybridization), which is supported by the XPS results, is
expected to play a critical role in the anomalously enhanced
T 3 term in the specific heat at low temperatures, as shown
in Fig. 6. According to the study on Ce3Bi4Pd3, the Weyl–
Kondo semimetal is concluded from the linear band structure
εk = h̄v∗k (ωk = v∗k), where v∗ corresponds to a quasipar-
ticle velocity, and a resultant specific heat per unit volume
Cp = 7π2

30 kB( kBT
h̄v∗ )3, where v∗ = 885 m/s [8–11]. Considering

the Kondo-effect behavior in Ce3Bi4Pd3 and Ce3Rh4Sn13, the
T 3 behavior of Cp is explained by the topologically protected
linear electronic band associated with the c- f hybridization.
The determined coefficient β ′ value for the T 3 term of Cp

at zero magnetic field for Ce3Rh4Sn13 gives v∗ = 104.5 m/s.
This quasiparticle velocity and the linear band structure give
an excitation energy approximately equal to h̄v∗2π/a′ =
0.2 meV at the Brillouin zone boundary (k = 2π/a′) of the
I213 structure in I′ phase. This magnitude is comparable to
the characteristic parameters E0 and � of the low-energy
magnetic excitation (Fig. 8). Although such a small excitation
energy variation in the momentum space is too difficult to be
resolved by the present spectroscopic resolution, the present
experimental facts support the Weyl–Kondo semimetal behav-
ior in Ce3Rh4Sn13.

The velocity v∗ of Ce3Rh4Sn13 is lower than that of
Ce3Bi4Pd3, and the more flat linear band structure is expected
to arise in Ce3Rh4Sn13. The flat band means that the slight
change in the Fermi level (the conduction electron density, for
example) gives rise to the drastic change in the Fermi surface
area or the conductivity. Therefore, the different electrical
resistivity between Ce3Rh4Sn13 and La3Rh4Sn13 is caused in
part by such a sensitive carrier state on the flat topological
linear band, although the c- f hybridization also contributes to
the electronic band property in the Ce-based compound. The
deviation in Cp from the T 3 behavior above

√
0.4 = 0.63 K

is explained by a shift of electrons from the topological linear
band caused by thermal excitation accompanied with suppres-
sion of the spin dynamics.

Applying magnetic fields diminishes β ′ and increases v∗,
as shown in Fig. 6. Magnetic fields lift the Kramers dou-
blet degeneracy and the characteristic spin dynamics, and its
contribution to specific heat should be suppressed; thus, β ′
is diminished. Actually, as demonstrated in a previous study,
the specific heat peak temperature above 3 T is proportional
to applied magnetic field magnitude, which can be explained
by the Zeeman split of the CEF doublet [20]. This phe-
nomenon indicates that the spin dynamics appearing in the

Weyl–Kondo state crosses over to the CEF splitting charac-
terized by a localized 4 f behavior under applied magnetic
fields. Such a crossover of the 4 f state also accompanies
modification of the conduction electron state, and the Fermi
level may move to a steeper dispersion point; then, v∗ in-
creases. In contrast, the magnetic-field dependence of v∗ of
Ce3Bi4Pd3 is opposite to Ce3Rh4Sn13 [10]. The variation of
v∗ with respect to magnetic fields depends on materials, and
should be determined by the band structure and the carrier
character.

VI. CONCLUSION

The Ce 4 f electronic state in the chiral-lattice phase of
Ce3Rh4Sn13 has been revealed via INS, specific-heat, and
XPS measurements. The entire INS spectrum is reproduced
by the two CEF level schemes, which are attributed to the
inequivalent Wyckoff sites in the chiral structure [30]. The
spin dynamics evolves in the low-energy Kramers doublets,
which causes the specific heat obeying γ T + β ′T 3. The XPS
data support that the Ce 4 f electrons are hybridized with the
conduction electrons, which contribute to the aforementioned
spin fluctuations and specific heat. The results give an evi-
dence of the Weyl–Kondo semimetal state in this compound,
as was proposed for Ce3Bi4Pd3 [8–11]. Further studies are
necessary to resolve the detailed electronic band structure and
transport property. Ce3T4Sn13 (T = Co, Rh, and Ir) undergo
the chiral I213 structural phase transition, which can be sup-
pressed by atomic substitution [53]. Hence, it is a further
issue to approach a quantum critical point owing to the chi-
ral symmetry fluctuation, at which unconventional electronic
phenomena are expected to be induced by the low-lying Weyl
fermions beyond the well-known non-Fermi-liquid behaviors
and spin-liquid states.
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